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Introduction 

The purpose of this report is to advise Committee on the financing of the programme for 
replacement of electric heating systems by means of operating lease utilising a previously 
arranged credit facility with Longriver. 

Background 

Committee will recall my previous reports of 2 1 November 1996, 29 April 1997 and 
15 January 1998 where inter alia approval was given that replacement heating programmes 
be financed by operating lease and the criteria to be applied for identifying a programme for 
the replacement of electric heating systems. 

As far as possible, all properties with electric heating systems were identified and electric 
heating system replacement programme books were issued to every elected member. 

Within the electric heating system replacement programme books for this financial year 
1998/99, approximately 1,770 electric heating systems have been identified for renewal. 

Installing New Heating Systems by Operating Lease 

Installation of new central heating systems by means of an operating lease has been the 
established means of financing works of this nature by all of the predecessor authorities. This 
approach has been extremely successful and has resulted in many more systems being 
installed than would have been possible under the traditional financing methods. For this 
reason it was approved that all future replacement programmes be financed by way of 
operating lease arrangements. 

Under the previous heating replacement programmes the Council had a credit facility of 
€6 million put in place to finance the works by means of an operating lease with Longriver. 
This credit facility was not fully utilised and there remains in place available finance of 
€4.7 million to undertake the electric heating replacement programme for this year, 1998/99, 
where the leasing element for approximately 1,770 electric heating systems identified for 
renewal is put at €2.3 million. 

Given the available time remaining in this financial year 1998199 to meet the programme and 
to replace these 1,770 electric heating systems, Committee is asked to note the financing of 
the renewal of these systems by operating lease utilising the previously arranged credit 
facility with Longriver. 
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